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NOTES

MATHEMATICAL

[January

3) If G has nzoelementswhoseordersdividen2 - n or if G has no elementswhose
thenG is Abelian.
ordersdividen - I whenX is an automorphism,
It should be noted that if G is the direct product of two groups A and B,
whereA (n -1) =-(1) and B (n) (1), thenn leaves A elementwisefixedand maps
B into (1). Hence any groupofthistype admits Ftas an endomorphism,and some
such restrictionas in 3) is necessaryif G is to be Abelian.
The proof of the proposition is as follows. Since in is an endomorphism
anbn= (ab) n. If a is cancelled on the leftand b on the right,thenan-'bn-I(ba)n-'.
It followsthat bl-nal-n (ba)1-n and 1-n is an endomorphism(cf. [1]).
Then (aan-lbn)(a1-nb-nb) = (ab) n(ab)1n =ab, and 1 = a-lbnal-b-n, or an-1bn
=bnan-1. This means that nth powers commute with (tp- l)st powers, whence
G(n2-n) is Abelian (cf. [2] p. 29 Ex. 4).
Now the product of the two endomorphismsntby 1-n is an endomorphism
with kernel G{n2 -n }. This proves the
of G onto the Abelian group G(n2-n)
firststatementof the proposition.
Statement 2) followsfromthe fact that when n is an automorphism,every
element is an nth power,and thereforethe equation an-lbn bna'-I impliesthat
G(n -1) is in the centerof the group. It followsthat 1-n is an endomorphism,
mapping G onto the Abelian group G(n -1) with kernelG { n-1 .
Statement 3) followsimmediatelyfrom1) and 2).
to the literature.
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AN ALGORITHM FOR THE EVALUATION OF
FINITE TRIGONOMETRIC SERIES
GERALD GOERTZEL, Nuclear Development Corporation of America, White Plains, N. Y.

The algorithm described below enables one to obtain the simultaneous
numerical evaluation of C_ EO ak cos kx and S_ El ak sin kx for given ak,
cos x, and sin x. Tables forsin kx and cos kx are not needed and only about N
multiplicationsand about 2N additions or subtractions are required, so the
method may be of interestto programmersof digital computers.
The algorithmis definedby
UN+ 2- =

UN+ 1 =

Uk = ak+

0;

2 COS XUk+1

C = ao + U1cos x-

-

Uk+2,

U2,

To establish this result,consider

k = N, N - 1, ... , 1'

S = U1 sin x.
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Vk=

j=k

=

VN+1

k = 1,** *, N,

aj sin (j - k +1)x;

E

0.

VN+2

Then
ak

sinx + 2 COS XVk+1

-

Vk+2
N

= ak sin x +

E

j2k+1

aj[2 cos x sin (j-

N

=

ak sinx

E

+

j=k+1

aj

ao sin x + V, cos x

=

k - 1)x]

Vk,

U sinx. Furthermore

N

-V2

ao sin x + E aA[cos x sin jx

=

U1 cos x-

-

j=1

sin (j

-

1)x]

N

E a1 cosjx sin x = C sin x,

ao sin x +

whenceC=ao+

+ l)x

sin (j-k

whenceVk= Uksinx and,inparticular,
S-Vi

k)x- sin (j-

jl1

U2.
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A DIRECT PROOF FOR THE LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION
OF A SET OF CONDITION EQUATIONS
ERWIN SCHMID,

D. C.
Coast and GeodeticSurvey,Washington,

The problem of findingthe solution of a set of m independent "condition"
equations, linear in the n variables v1
Vn, n>m
,*

(1)

n

~E

j=1

aiv,-

=
ajo=OX

1,,

i

m

such that 1 v; be a minimumis generallysolved, followingLagrange, by minimizinginstead,an equivalent functioninvolvingthe so-called Lagrangian multipliers.
The followingapproach seems more direct,and generalizesa basic theorem
in analytic geometryto n dimensions.
Multiplying in turn each of equations (1) by one of the m parameters

